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Abstract

The element Vanadium (V) appears unique among alloying elements for providing high strengthening in both the
fcc Co-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni-V and bcc Cr-Mo-Nb-Ta-V-W-Hf-Ti-Zr high-entropy alloy families. The origin of Vanadium’s
special role is its atomic volume: large in the fcc alloys and small in the bcc alloys, and thus having a large misfit
volume in both crystalline structures. A parameter-free theory applicable to both fcc and bcc HEAs rationalizes this
finding, with predictions of strength across a range of fcc and bcc alloys in quantitative and qualitative agreement with
experiments. In the fcc class, the analysis demonstrates why the newly-discovered NiCoV and Ni0.632V0.368 alloys
have far higher strength than any other fcc alloy and are predicted to be the highest attainable. In the bcc class, the
analysis demonstrates that the addition of V always increases the strength relative to the same alloys without V. The
optimization of complex alloys for high strength should thus center around the inclusion of V as a primary element at
concentration levels of around 25 at.%
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1. Introduction1

High-entropy alloys (HEAs) are multicomponent al-2

loys with high concentrations of all alloying elements.3

Alloys within this new class of structural metal alloys4

demonstrate impressive combinations of properties such5

as high strength and high fracture toughness [1, 2, 3, 4].6

These attractive properties have driven an intense search7

for new alloys across the full range of number of com-8

ponents and composition. Designing new alloys or ra-9

tionalizing alloy performance has, however, frequently10

relied on imprecise and non-quantitative concepts or11

correlations, such as “lattice distortions” [5, 6, 7, 8],12

electronegativity differences [9] and others [10]. With13

a vast composition space available for alloy design,14

physically-based and quantitatively-predictive theories15

are needed to guide the search for better-performing16

alloys while understanding the limits of performance.17

In fact, such theories have recently been developed for18

predicting alloy yield strength [11, 12] and have been19

shown to predict experiments across a range of HEA20
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systems. The success of these theories indicates that21

the solute misfit volumes are the dominant factor in22

strengthening. This insight points toward new promis-23

ing alloy compositions in different alloy classes [13, 14,24

12]. Theoretical results to date are on only a narrow25

range of alloys, and no fcc alloys containing Vanadium26

(V) have been studied. However, experimentally, alloys27

containing the element V provide the highest strength-28

ening in both fcc and bcc alloys.29

The primary experimental evidence for the role of30

V is revealed by examining two alloy families. In the31

fcc family of Co-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni-V, the medium-entropy32

alloy NiCoV [5] and the binary alloy Ni0.632V0.368 [9]33

have recently been reported to have very high room tem-34

perature strengths as compared to all other alloys in this35

family. In the bcc refractory alloy family Mo-Nb-Ta-V-36

W, the MoNbTaVW has the highest retained strength at37

very high temperatures (T > 1500 K) [15, 16]. The fun-38

damental origins of these extreme properties and their39

connections to the alloy composition were not previ-40

ously established nor was the role of V as the critical el-41

ement in both fcc and bcc recognized. Here, application42

of the new mechanistic models [11, 12] for strength-43

ening in fcc and bcc HEAs explains the origin of V’s44
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potency for strengthening in HEAs. In particular, we45

make new quantitative predictions for the NiCoV and46

Ni0.632V0.368 fcc alloys in good agreement with experi-47

ments. These findings point toward future development48

of V-containing alloys as most promising for creating49

high strengths in both fcc and bcc alloys.50

High strength is not the sole requirement in alloy51

design. The high strength may compromise ductility,52

for instance. For V, the low melting point of Vana-53

dium oxide may limit the application of V-containing54

alloys to non-oxidizing situations. However, these is-55

sues may also be overcome by tuning of other alloying56

elements or by engineering mitigation strategies such as57

protective coatings, enabling the exploitation of the high58

strength provided by V-containing alloys.59

2. Solute strengthening theory60

The theoretical framework for understanding the spe-61

cial role of V is based on the fundamental interaction62

energy between a dislocation and the solutes that consti-63

tute the random alloy. In the random alloy, the random64

arrangement of solutes gives rise to spatially-fluctuating65

total interaction energies between the dislocation and66

the collective fluctuations in local solute concentrations.67

The dislocation becomes pinned in regions of favorable68

fluctuations, and this pinning is associated with high69

barriers for dislocation motion. These barriers are over-70

come only by high applied stresses and/or high temper-71

atures. A new general theory for the strength of random72

alloys based on the motion of edge dislocations through73

the random alloy, and encompassing both fcc and bcc74

crystal structures and for arbitrary number of compo-75

nents and arbitrary composition, embodies the physics76

of the problem [11, 12]. The full theory for the finite-T ,77

finite-strain-rate initial yield strength of an alloy can be78

reduced to an approximate analytical model under the79

assumption that the solute/dislocation interaction en-80

ergy Un of a type-n solute is governed by elasticity the-81

ory, i.e., Un = −p∆Vn, where ∆Vn is the misfit volume82

of the type-n solute (n = 1, ...,N) in a N-component al-83

loy and p is the pressure field generated by the disloca-84

tion at the solute position. The theory then predicts the85

zero-temperature shear yield stress τy0 and the energy86

barrier ∆Eb for thermally activated flow as87

τy0 = Aτα
− 1
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At finite temperature T and finite strain rate ε̇, standard88

thermal activation theory then leads to the predicted ten-89

sile yield stress as90

σy(T, ε̇) = 3.06τy0

1 − (
kT

∆Eb
ln
ε̇0

ε̇

) 2
3
 . (2)

Here, ε̇0 = 104 s−1 is a reference strain rate and 3.06 is91

the Taylor factor for isotropic fcc and bcc polycrystals92

strengths controlled by edge dislocations. The quan-93

tities µalloy and νalloy are the shear modulus and Pois-94

son’s ratio of the alloy and α = 0.125 (fcc) or 0.083395

(bcc) is related to the edge dislocation line tension as96

Γ = αµalloyb2. For elastically anisotropic materials, the97

best estimates for µalloy and νalloy are the Voigt aver-98

ages [17], with the shear modulus in the line tension99

expression the value for the glide plane/direction of the100

dislocations. Often, however, only the isotropic poly-101

crystalline moduli are available from experiments which102

leads to some underestimate of the strength.103

The prefactor coefficients (Aτ, AE) emerge from the104

reduced elasticity theory that depends only on the so-105

lute misfit volumes and the dislocation pressure field.106

These two material properties emerge as separated in107

the theory. The pressure field then depends only on108

the alloy elastic constants and dislocation core structure109

(distribution of Burgers vector), and so the coefficients110

(Aτ, AE) depend only on these properties. Calculations111

[11, 12] of the typical atomistic structures of the (dis-112

sociated) fcc edge dislocation and the (undissociated)113

bcc edge dislocation lead to accurate alloy-independent114

prefactors (Aτ, AE) = (0.01785, 1.5618) for fcc alloys115

and (Aτ, AE) = (0.040, 2.00) for bcc alloys, reflecting116

the different atomic structures of fcc and bcc edge dis-117

locations. The details of full and reduced theory can be118

found in Ref. [11] for fcc alloys and Ref. [12] for bcc119

alloys.120

The theory demonstrates that the solute misfit vol-121

umes control strengthening because the alloy elastic122

moduli vary more slowly with composition. The mis-123

fit volumes ∆Vn of each type-n element (n = 1, ...,N) in124

N-component random alloys at composition {cn} can be125

calculated as126

∆Vn =
∂Valloy

∂cn
−

N∑
m=1

cm
∂Valloy

∂cm
, (3)

with alloy atomic volume Valloy = Valloy(c1, c2, ..., cN−1)127

and ∂Valloy/∂cN = 0 [18]. Therefore, the misfit volumes128

can be (i) measured experimentally [18], (ii) sometimes129

computed accurately by first-principles methods [14], or130

(iii) estimated. A widely-used approximation is Veg-131
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ard’s law Valloy =
∑

n cnVn, leading to misfit volumes132

∆Vn = Vn − Valloy where Vn is the apparent volume of133

type-n element in the given crystal structure.134

It is important to note several misconceptions related135

to the determination of misfit volumes that have arisen136

specifically in the study of V-containing alloys of inter-137

est here. First, the apparent volume of a solute is not138

the local Voronoi-volume around the solute in the lat-139

tice. The misfit volume involves distortions that extend140

to near-neighbor atoms and beyond, and the formal defi-141

nition above (Eq. 3) encompasses all possible situations142

without the need to identify local atomic-scale details.143

Second, the misfit volume of a solute must be calcu-144

lated in the alloy itself, or in an appropriate surrogate145

alloy having the same solute concentration. A misfit146

volume computed in a surrogate alloy in the dilute so-147

lute limit may be quite inaccurate because Vegard’s law148

does not always hold with sufficient accuracy. Below,149

we will show the errors caused by these estimates of150

misfit volume in the case of V.151

With this broad background, we can now proceed to152

understand why the unique role of V for strengthening153

in both fcc and bcc HEAs is due to its atomic volume.154

3. Results155

3.1. Application of theory to fcc HEAs156

We first consider the fcc Co-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni-V family157

of HEAs, i.e., adding V to the well-established Cantor158

alloy family. We have computed the atomic volume of159

fcc V as 13.914 Å3 using first-principles spin-polarized160

DFT as implemented in vasp [19], where PBE [20]161

is used as the exchange-correlation functional and the162

PAW [21] pseudopotential includes V (3s, 3p, 4s, 3d)163

as the valence states. (Detailed DFT parameters can be164

found in Ref. [14].) As shown in Table 1, this atomic165

volume is far larger than the apparent atomic volumes166

of the elements Ni, Co, Cr, Fe, and Mn as previously167

deduced from experiments on Ni, Ni-Co, Ni-Cr, and168

Ni-Fe binary alloys, and from Mn additions to vari-169

ous Co-Cr-Fe-Ni medium-entropy alloys [11]. To ver-170

ify that the V atomic volume translates into a large171

misfit volume in Co-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni-V alloys, we have172

also performed DFT calculations to compute the mis-173

fit volumes in random Ni2V. In the DFT calculations,174

we compute the alloy atomic volumes of Ni-V alloys175

around the central composition, where cNi spans from176

0.630 to 0.704. Then linear regression is performed to177

the DFT-computed alloy atomic volumes, which gives178

Valloy = 13.536 − 2.879cNi with R2 = 0.997. This179

result then provides the DFT lattice constant of Ni2V180

(a = 3.595 Å, Valloy =11.617 Å3) and, more importantly,181

the misfit volumes ∆VNi = −0.960 Å3 and ∆VV = 1.920182

Å3. To remain consistent with the apparent volume of183

Ni (10.94 Å3), the corresponding apparent volume of V184

is determined as 13.8 Å3, in good agreement with the185

elemental fcc V volume. Therefore, when V is added to186

alloys in the Cantor alloy family, the large misfit of V187

is predicted to generate a high strengthening relative to188

all other alloying elements in this family, in spite of the189

fact that V leads to a small reduction in elastic modulus.190

Table 1: Apparent volumes of each element in fcc HEAs. The ap-
parent volume of V is obtained from DFT calculations of fcc V and
fcc Ni2V. Other values were deduced from experiments on Ni, Ni-
Co, Ni-Cr, and Ni-Fe binary alloys, and from Mn additions to various
Co-Cr-Fe-Ni alloys.

fcc apparent volumes Vn (Å3)
V 13.914 (from DFT of fcc V)

13.8 (from DFT of Ni2V, used in prediction)
Cr 12.27a

Mn 12.60a

Fe 12.09a

Co 11.12a

Ni 10.94a

a Ref. [11]. Varvenne et al., 2016.

Applying the incorrect Voronoi method to Ni2V191

would yield an apparent V volume of 11.8 Å3. This192

value is very close to the literature DFT Voronoi vol-193

ume for NiCoV [5], but is, unfortunately, significantly194

smaller than the accurate value 13.8 Å3 derived here195

(Eq. 3). Other very recent literature [22] reports the ap-196

parent volume of V as 12.23 Å3. However, this value197

was computed for V in Ni in the dilute limit (one V atom198

in a large cell). Our own calculations yielding 12.20 Å3
199

confirm this dilute-limit value, but it differs significantly200

from the value at more appropriate concentrations, e.g.201

13.8 Å3 as computed here from Ni2V.202

Figure 1 shows the experimental and predicted203

strengths of various alloys in the Co-Cr-Ni-V sub-204

family. Comparisons are made after subtracting the so-205

called Hall-Petch grain-size-dependent strengthening to206

reveal only the intrinsic “chemical” strength predicted207

by the theory. We use the analytic model of Eqs. 1 and 2208

with Vegard’s law, the atomic volumes in Table 1, and209

the experimental polycrystalline isotropic elastic con-210

stants. (See Appendix for detailed materials parame-211

ters.) NiCo has near-zero misfit and near-zero strength212

relative to pure Ni. Literature results on binary Ni-Cr213

at large grain size [23] lead to an estimated strength for214

Ni2Cr of ∼ 150 MPa while the theory predicts 144 MPa.215

NiCoCr has received considerable attention due to its216

high strength and exceptional fracture toughness among217

the Cantor alloy subsystems with equi-composition and218
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fcc single-phase. The experimental values from recent219

single crystal data [24], multiplied by 3.06 for com-220

parisons to polycrystal data, and various extrapolations221

from finite grain size polycrystalline data [18, 25] are222

in the range 150–210 MPa. The predicted strength us-223

ing Eqs. 1 and 2 is 128 MPa but an improved prediction224

using anisotropic elasticity for this fairly anisotropic al-225

loy and the experimentally-measured misfit volumes in226

NiCoCr predicts 195 MPa [18].227
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Figure 1: Yield strength of various fcc HEAs with (red) and with-
out (blue) Vanadium, at room temperature and loading rate of 10−3

s−1, as measured (bars) and as predicted (symbols) by the isotropic
theory (Eq. 1 and 2). The atomic volume of V as determined from
Ni2V is used in all V-containing alloys. The refined theory prediction
of NiCoCr is based on anisotropic elasticity and the experimentally
measured misfit volumes.

Overwhelmingly stronger are the NiCoV [5] and228

Ni0.632V0.368 [9] alloys recently been fabricated and229

tested. For NiCoV, we use the reported isotropic elas-230

tic constants µ = 72 GPa, ν = 0.334 and predict the231

yield stress at T = 300 K and ε̇ = 10−3 s−1 to be 399232

MPa. This is in excellent agreement with the experi-233

mental value of 383 MPa obtained by extrapolating fi-234

nite grain size data to infinite grain size. The theory235

then further indicates that the Ni-V binary alloys will be236

the strongest, because the binary uses only the small-237

est (Ni) and largest (V) elements. Because the pre-238

diction also depends on the dislocation Burgers vector239

b = a/
√

2 related to the alloy lattice constant a and240

the alloy elastic moduli, the optimal Ni-V binary al-241

loy favors compositions below the equi-composition al-242

loy. Using the theory of Eqs. 1 and 2, we predict the243

strength of Ni0.632V0.368 to be 433 MPa. The reported244

yield strength of Ni0.632V0.368 at grain size 8.1 µm is 750245

MPa [9]. Using the Hall-Petch slope of NiCoV (864246

MPa · µm1/2) [5], the yield strength of Ni0.632V0.368 at247

infinite grain size is estimated as ∼ 450 MPa. This is248

again in good agreement with the theory. The theory249

predicts that no higher intrinsic yield strengths can be250

obtained across the entire family of Co-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni-V251

alloys, and none have been reported to date.252

To show the role of V more broadly, we ex-253

amine another V-containing alloy recently fabri-254

cated and tested [26]. The alloy composition is255

Co10Cr15Fe35Mn5Ni25V10, which is near the widely-256

studied equi-composition CoCrFeNi and Cantor alloys257

but with a relatively small addition of V. The yield258

strength for this alloy at a very small grain size of 5.2259

µm was measured to be 498 MPa. Extrapolating to infi-260

nite grain size using the average scaling for the closely-261

related CoCrFeNi (860 MPa · µm1/2) [27] and Cantor al-262

loy (494 MPa · µm1/2) [28] leads to an intrinsic strength263

of ∼ 200 MPa. Application of the theory (Eq. 1 and 2)264

using the elastic moduli of the CoCrFeNi yields 199265

MPa, as shown in Fig. 1. We predict that the same al-266

loy without V, i.e., increasing all other components by 2267

at.% for a composition Co12Cr17Fe37Mn7Ni27 and with268

no change in elastic constants, would have a strength269

of only 113 MPa. By extrapolating to the infinite270

grain size, the experimental yield strength for the V-271

free CoCrFeNi and Cantor alloys are also only ∼ 100272

MPa [27] and ∼ 125 MPa [28], respectively, with pre-273

dicted strengths of 107 MPa and 111 MPa (see Fig. 1).274

Thus, again, V addition, even at a smaller (but non-275

dilute) concentration of 10 at.%, provides a large (∼276

76%) increase in strengthening relative to the V-free277

counterparts, and the theory predicts this strengthening.278

3.2. Application of theory to bcc HEAs279

Turning to the bcc alloys, the atomic volumes of the280

bcc elements Cr, Mo, Nb, Ta, V, W have been measured281

experimentally [29], as shown in Table 2. Experimen-282

tal studies of the lattice constants of various HEA alloys283

composed of these elements plus alloys containing Hf284

enable the estimation of Hf apparent volume based on285

Vegard’s law [30]. For Ti and Zr, which exist in the286

bcc structure only at high temperatures, extrapolations287

are carried out to estimate the apparent volumes at room288

temperature [31, 32]. Here, V stands out as the second-289

smallest element, with only Cr being smaller. However,290

Cr is smaller than V in both fcc and bcc and so although291

Cr can be potent for bcc alloys it is not nearly as effec-292

tive as V in fcc alloys (see Fig. 1). Furthermore, fab-293

rication of single-phase random bcc alloys containing294

Cr can be challenging due to the strong tendency of Cr295

to form embrittling intermetallic compounds. Only V296
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is predicted to provide substantial strengthening in both297

fcc and bcc alloys.298

Table 2: Apparent volumes of elements in bcc HEAs. The apparent
volumes of Ti and Zr are obtained by extrapolation of high tempera-
ture bcc data to room temperature, and that for Hf is from Vegard’s
law applied to experimental volumes of various Hf-containing HEAs.
Other values are from the experimental lattice constants of the ele-
ments.

bcc apparent volumes Vn (Å3)
Cr 12.321a

V 14.020a

Mo 15.524a

W 15.807a

Ti 17.387b (high T extrapolated to RT)
Nb 17.952a

Ta 17.985a

Hf 22.528c (from Vegard’s law on Hf-HEAs)
Zr 23.02d (high T extrapolated to RT)

a Ref. [29]. Simmons et al., 1971.
b Ref. [31]. Petry et al., 1991.
c Ref. [30]. Couzinie et al., 2015.
d Ref. [32]. Heiming et al., 1991.

The role of V in bcc alloys is first revealed through299

a comparison of the refractory alloys MoNbTaW and300

MoNbTaVW, which differ only by the addition of V re-301

placing 5 at.% of each of the other 4 elements. The302

predictions of the theory and the experimental strengths303

versus temperature, as reported recently [12], are shown304

in Fig. 2. The V-containing alloy has a significantly305

higher strength over the entire temperature range. This306

is in spite of the fact that V has the lowest melting307

point of all of these elements, and elastic moduli that308

are ∼ 10% lower than the 4-component alloy. The role309

of V is thus central to obtaining very high strength, as310

predicted. Many other bcc alloys in the Mo-Nb-Ta-V-W311

family also have high strengths, but there are no V-free312

counterparts in the literature; the theory predictions are313

consistent with these high strengths [12].314

Examining other bcc alloy pairs where V is added,315

strengthening is found in all alloys. Figure 2 summa-316

rizes results reported in Miracle-Senkov [3], Couzinié-317

Miracle-Senkov-Dirras [33], Senkov et al. [34], and318

Rao et al. [35]. In general, the predictions of the V-319

containing alloys are in good agreement (∼ 15%) with320

the experiments. However, our predictions for the V-321

free alloys can be notably lower than experiments. One322

possible explanation is that there is a change from con-323

trol of the alloy strength by edge dislocations (with V)324

to screw dislocations (without V) in some alloys. In325

addition, our predictions for MoNbTaTiW both without326

and with V are lower than experiments. This could be327

attributed to the possible presence of high (1–2 at.%)328

interstitial Oxygen and/or Nitrogen content, which was329

recently shown to increase strength by ∼400 MPa at 2330

at.% interstitial O or N (and usually causing embrittle-331

ment, see [36]). The presence of O and N could be par-332

ticularly associated with the presence of Ti, consistent333

with experimental observations of increased strength334

upon Ti additions in some bcc alloys. Overall, in spite335

of some quantitative differences, all of the experimen-336

tal evidence on bcc alloys points to the role of V in337

achieving high strength, as compared to other alloy ad-338

ditions. Within the Mo-Nb-Ta-V-W family, the the-339

ory further predicts that alloys Ta0.33V0.33+xW0.33−x with340

−0.1 < x < 0.1 will have the highest intrinsic strengths341

at high temperatures by taking advantage of both the342

large V misfit volume and the high stiffness of W. This343

prediction should drive experimental investigations of344

these alloys.345

4. Conclusions346

In summary, many new fcc and bcc high-entropy al-347

loys have been fabricated with V as one of many el-348

ements, and these alloys have high strengths relative349

to their counterparts without V. However, the critical350

role of V has not been recognized or understood. The351

centrality of solute misfit volumes, over all other ma-352

terial properties, is revealed through recent theory for353

strengthening in these complex random alloys. The354

uniqueness of V then follows from its atomic volume355

in fcc and bcc crystals: larger in fcc and smaller in bcc356

than other HEA alloying elements, creating large mis-357

fit volume and high strengthening in both fcc and bcc358

alloys. This singular feature of V makes it the prime359

element for use as a strengthener in both fcc and bcc360

HEAs, both as measured and as predicted by theory.361

While strength is not the only application requirement,362

and the low-temperature formation of Vanadium oxide363

may limit applications of V-containing alloys in some364

situations, the general insight revealed here, along with365

the theoretical models, can drive experimental alloy de-366

sign centered around V as a key elemental component.367
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Figure 2: Yield strength of various bcc HEAs with (red) and without (blue) Vanadium, at various temperatures and loading rate of 10−3 s−1 (loading
rate 0.2×10−3 s−1 for MoNbTiZr(V)), as measured (bars) and as predicted (symbols). Some Ti-containing alloys could be strengthened by O and/or
N impurities at concentrations of 1–2 at.%, as indicated.

Appendix374

For both fcc and bcc HEAs, the materials parameters375

that enter the solute strengthening model are summa-376

rized in Table 3. The resulting predictions are compared377

with the experimentally measured yield strength.378
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